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typically carried out using a Trojan that has a

Ransomware
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payload disguised as a legitimate file.

Ransomware is a type of malicious software
from cryptovirology that blocks access to
data or threatens to publish it until a ransom
is paid. Simple ransomware may lock the
system in a way which is not difficult for a
knowledgeable person to reverse. More
advanced malware uses a technique called
cryptoviral extortion, in which it encrypts the
victim's files, making them inaccessible, and

There are two types of ransomware in

demands a ransom payment to decrypt

circulation:

them. The ransomware may also encrypt the

1) Encryptors, which incorporates advanced

computer's Master File Table (MFT) or the

encryption algorithms. It’s designed to block

entire hard drive.Thus, ransomware is a

system files and demand payment to provide

denial-of-access

the victim with the key that can decrypt the

attack

that

prevents

computer users from accessing files since it

blocked

is intractable to decrypt the files without the

CryptoLocker, Locky, CrytpoWall and more.

decryption key. Ransomware attacks are

content.

Examples

include
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2) Lockers, which locks the victim out of the

➢ It has the ability to encrypt all kinds of

operating system, making it impossible to

files, from documents to pictures, videos,

access the desktop and any apps or files. The

audio files and other things you may have on

files are not encrypted in this case, but the

your PC;

attackers still ask for a ransom to unlock the

➢ It can scramble your file names, so you

infected computer. Examples include the

can’t know which data was affected. This is

police-themed ransomware or Winlocker.

one of the social engineering tricks used to

Some locker versions infect theMaster Boot

confuse and coerce victims into paying the

Record (MBR). The MBR is the section of a

ransom;

PC’s hard drive which enables the operating

➢ It will add a different extension to your

system to boot up. When MBR ransomware

files, to sometimes signal a specific type of

strikes, the boot process can’t complete as

ransomware strain;

usual and prompts a ransom note to be

➢ It will display an image or a message that

displayed on the screen. Examples include
Satana and Petya families.
Ransomware has some key characteristics

lets you know your data has been encrypted
and that you have to pay a specific sum of
money to get it back;

that set it apart from other malware:

➢ It requests payment in Bitcoins because

➢ It feature sunibreakable encryption,

this crypto-currency cannot be tracked by

which means that you can’t decrypt the files

cyber

on your own (there are various decryption

enforcements agencies;

tools released by cyber security researchers

➢ Usually, the ransom payments have a

– more on that later);

time-limit,

security

to

researchers

add

another

or

level

law

of
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psychological constraint to this extortion

➢

scheme. Going over the deadline typically

targeting, meaning the ransom note is

means that the ransom will increase, but it

translated into the victim’s language, to

can also mean that the data will be

increase the chances for the ransom to be

destroyed and lost forever.

paid.

➢

It sometimes includes geographical

It uses a complex set of evasion

techniques to go undetected by traditional
antivirus (more on this in the “Why
ransomware often goes undetected by
antivirus” section);
➢ It often recruits the infected PCs into
botnets, so cyber criminals can expand their
infrastructure and fuel future attacks;
➢ It can spread to other PCs connected to a
local network, creating further damage;
➢ It frequently features data exfiltration
capabilities, which means that it can also
extract data from the affected computer
(usernames, passwords, email addresses,
etc.) and send it to a server controlled by
cyber criminals; encrypting files isn’t always
the endgame.

Why ransomware creators and distributors
target home users:
➢ Because they don’t have data backups;
➢ Because they have little or no cyber
security education, which means they’ll click
on almost anything;
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➢ Because the same lack of online safety

➢ Because that’s where the money is;

awareness

➢ Because attackers know that a successful

makes

them

prone

to

manipulation by cyber attackers;

infection

➢ Because they lack even baseline cyber

disruptions,

protection;

chances of getting paid;

➢ Because they don’t keep their software

➢ Because computer systems in companies

up to date (even if specialists always nag

are

them to);

vulnerabilities that can be exploited through

➢ Because they fail to invest in need-to-

technical means;

have cyber security solutions;

➢ Because the human factor is still a huge

➢ Because they often rely on luck to keep

liability which can also be exploited, but

them safe online (I can’t tell you how many

through social engineering tactics;

times I’ve heard “it can’t happen to me”);

➢ Because ransomware can affect not only

➢ Because most home users still rely

computers but also servers and cloud-based

exclusively on antivirus to protect them from

file-sharing systems, going deep into a

all threats, which is frequently ineffective in

business’s core;

spotting and stopping ransomware;

➢

➢ Because of the sheer volume of Internet

business would rather not report an

users that can become potential victims

infection for fear or legal consequences and

(more infected PCs = more money).

brand damage.

Why ransomware creators and distributors
target businesses:

often

can

cause

which

will

complex

major

business

increase

and

prone

their

to

Because cyber criminals know that
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Clash of Clans Secrets You
Need To Know

more troops in your barracks and remember
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Now, even if you don’t want all of the troops

of

1. Take your Time
The first secret that many people, even the
best Clashers have trouble with, is to take
their time when upgrading. You want to
make sure your defenses are maxed out and
your buildings. You absolutely don’t want to
upgrade while you are undeveloped and
aren’t fully ready. From my experience,
upgrading too quickly will eventually slow
you down in the game and sometimes can
leave your village too weak to oncoming

to maintain the queue as full as possible.

that are in the queue then you can always
just cancel the troops and you will get the
elixir back in your bank immediately. This is
a great option if you’re being attacked and
want to protect your resources, but make
sure you’re quick enough on the draw before
you get attacked and they take your elixirs.
3. Seek out inactive players
It is a good idea to try to find other players
that have been inactive for a while. It can be
difficult to find them depending on whether
other player’s have looted them already as
this is somewhat a commonly known secret.

attacks.

Seek out other players that have gold mines

2. Save your elixir from attacks

or even elixir collectors, that way you will

There is a sneaky way to save all of your elixir

know they have something worth your time

even if someone plunders your village and

when you loot them.

leaves you vulnerable. Basically if you queue
Look around and try to find villages with no
League Assignment associated with them.
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That will make them easy to raid and

village. The reason this is such a great secret

sometimes extremely lucrative in the end.

is that you can use someone’s attack against

4. Use Your Shield

them. Revenge is, after all, sweet.

When you’re in the midst of being attacked

Basically, you can view and analyze your

if your town is 40% destroyed you will

attacker’s village whenever you want. You

automatically get a 12 hour long shield for

just wait for the person to load up on a

you to recoup. You also get a shorter 4 hour

bunch of resources and then you can attack

shield if your base winds up being attacked

them with everything. This gives you the

so much you get down to 90% destroyed.

option to surprise attack them when they

This is a great opportunity for you to make

are most vulnerable, i.e. have the most open

sure you build up resources.

resources for looting.

Make sure you take this time to not attack
but to build up your army and defense
towers so you can be ready after the shield
goes down. If it looks inevitable that you’re
going down, you could always spend
resources like mad and that way stick it to
the attacker.
5. Get Your Revenge
A lot of players won’t always take revenge
and make use of this awesome Clash of Clans
secret that allows you to inspect someone’s
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6. Drop Your Trophies

have wooden walls it’s important to keep on

This may be counter intuitive but it may be

upgrading them, especially if you have

beneficial at times to drop your trophies so

higher level foes attack your walls. The more

that you can be matched against easier

sets of walls there are, the more likely it is to

opponents. This is especially true if you find

stop your enemy when they are attacking.

yourself loosing a significant percentage of

8. Dark Elixir

games to your opponents. It’s all about

The dark elixir is a resource that you can get

trading out a small, short-term bonus for

when you drill for dark elixir. You can also

bigger gains in the long haul.

get dark elixir from raiding but you first need
to unlock it at the town hall level 7 and again

The basic concept is to start a match with
someone and make sure you drop your hero
in so that you can drop trophies but not
sacrifice your troops and elixir. Once you do
that and before your hero gets hurt, make
sure you quickly quit the match so that you
loose. Afterward, you will loose some of your
trophies and now you can play against some
easier foes.

at town hall level 8. After you get a bunch of
dark elixirs you can use them to upgrade
your hero class troops or your dark elixir
troops. The key is that you will likely max out
on your gold and elixirs but not dark elixirs,
so you should focus on them.
Now you will have hero that can cause a ton
of damage and help you when raiding. In
fact, heroes are immortal but when they get

7. Defend With Tons Of Walls

injured enough they will have to regenerate.

A good defense strategy is to make sure you

You can get the Barbarian King hero or the

create multiple sets of walls and make sure
you upgrade them as fast as possible. If you

Archer Queen hero.
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9. Save Your Spells
As you likely know spells can be very
expensive and they also are slow to produce.
That means its better to make sure you save
your spells for the future and not be so hasty
in using them. As you continue to play Clash
of Clans you will continue to fight against
harder and harder enemies and it will be
more necessary for you to use spells to
defeat them.
Therefore, it’s important to make sure you
save your spells for when they’re absolutely
necessary. It’s often a good idea to
determine whether using a spell will actually
give you the same amount of resources back
or potentially more. For instance, if a spell
costs 20k resources, you will want to get a
good idea of if you’ll get 20k resources from
your enemy or else it likely isn’t worth using.
People often times are too quick to draw out
their spell but if you’re smart you will save
them for the real big battles.

10. Play A TON
The last thing I’ll leave you with isn’t
necessarily a secret but is definitely the best
way to get ahead at this game. That is, to
play absolutely as much as possible. You will
notice that the very best Clashers around the
world play the game non stop. I’m not
recommending playing it that much, but the
logic in it makes sense that the more you
practice the better you will become at Clash
of Clans. Play when you have a quick 10
minute break or for hours during the evening
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but ultimately the more you play the better

you enjoyed this article! And if you like other

you will become.

Supercell games, such as Boom Beach, or
Hay Day, we’ve covered them, as well!

That wraps up this guide on the very best
Clash of Clans secrets and hopefully will help
you defeat all your attackers and foes. This is
always a work in progress. Also, just because
we may attack each other’s villages within
the game, this doesn’t mean that we can’t be
friendly outside of the game. That’s one
thing I really love about Clash of Clans; the
great sense of community that builds up as
people share the tips that have been
working for them—even if that means that
those tips will eventually be used against
them.
Whether

you’re

inexperienced

or

experienced the tricks above allow you to
get ahead in the game. Leave a comment
below if you have your own secrets that you
want to share with all of the readers. Also, if
you found this helpful, it would be great if
you share with Facebook and Twitter. I hope
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What Are Bitcoins? How Do

by painstaking mathematical computations

Bitcoins Work?
Ms.

Desai

Fenny

(IMCA-SEM-

form of digital public money that is created

and policed by millions of computer users
IX)

Student of BMCM(Integrated MCA)
Bitcoin – the virtual banking currency of the
internet – has existed for several years now
and many people have questions about

called 'miners'.
Bitcoins are, in essence, electricity converted
into long strings of code that have money
value.
Why Bitcoins Are So Controversial?

them. Where do they come from? Are they
legal? Where can you get them? We've got
the answers to those questions and more.

Various reasons have converged to make
Bitcoin currency a real media sensation.
From 2011-2013, criminal traders made
bitcoins famous by buying them in batches
of millions of dollars so they could move
money outside of the eyes of law
enforcement. Subsequently, the value of
bitcoins skyrocketed.
Ultimately, though, bitcoins are highly

What Are Bitcoins?
Bitcoins are electronic currency, otherwise
known as 'cryptocurrency'. Bitcoins are a

controversial because they take the power
of making money away from central federal
banks, and give it to the general public.
Bitcoin accounts cannot be frozen or
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examined by tax men, and middleman banks

A wallet is a small personal database that

are completely unnecessary for bitcoins to

you store on your computer drive, on your

move. Law enforcement and bankers see

smartphone, on your tablet, or somewhere

bitcoins as 'gold nuggets in the wild wild

in the cloud.

west', beyond the control of traditional
police and financial institutions.

It is so computationally-intensive to create a

How Bitcoins Work
Bitcoins

are

completely

For all intents, bitcoins are forgery-resistant.

bitcoin, it isn't financially worth it for
virtual

coins

designed to be 'self-contained' for their
value, with no need for banks to move and
store the money.

counterfeiters to manipulate the system.
Bitcoin Values and Regulations
A single bitcoin varies in value daily; you can
check places like Coindesk to see today's

Once you own bitcoins, they behave like

value. There are more than two billion

physical gold coins: they possess value and

dollars’ worth of bitcoins in existence.

trade just as if they were nuggets of gold in

Bitcoins will stop being created when the

your pocket. You can use your bitcoins to

total number reaches 21 billion coins, which

purchase goods and services online, or you

will be sometime around the year 2040. As

can tuck them away and hope that their

of 2017, more than half of those bitcoins had

value increases over the years.

been created.

Bitcoins are traded from one personal

Bitcoin currency is completely unregulated

'wallet' to another.

and completely decentralized. There is
no national bank or national mint, and there
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is no depositor insurance coverage. The

Each bitcoin blockchain has three parts, two

currency itself is self-contained and un-

of which are very simple: its identifying

collateraled, meaning that there is no

address (of approximately 34 characters),

precious metal behind the bitcoins; the

and the history of who has bought and sold

value of each bitcoin resides within each

it (the ledger).

bitcoin itself.

The complex part of the bitcoin is its third

Bitcoins are stewarded by 'miners', the

part: the private key header log. This header

massive network of people who contribute

is where a sophisticated digital signature is

their personal computers to the Bitcoin

captured to confirm each and every

network. Miners act as a swarm of ledger

transaction for that particular bitcoin file.

keepers

and

auditors

for

Bitcoin

transactions.

individual user and his/her personal bitcoin

Miners are paid for their accounting work by
earning new bitcoins for each week they
contribute to the network.

called

a

'blockchain'.

A

blockchain's file size is quite small, similar to
the size of a long text message on your
smartphone.

These signature keys are the security system

blockchains is tracked and tagged and

A bitcoin, at its core, is a very simple data
file

wallet.

of bitcoins: Every single trade of bitcoin

How Bitcoins Are Made

ledger

Each digital signature is unique to each

publicly disclosed, with each participant's
digital signature attached to the bitcoin
blockchain as a 'confirmation'. These digital
signatures, when given several seconds to
confirm their

transactions across the
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network, prevent transactions from being

You

duplicated and people from forging bitcoins.

at blockchain.info. These are public ledgers

Note: While every bitcoin records the digital
address of every bitcoin wallet it touches,
the bitcoin system does NOT record the
names of the individuals who Own wallets.
In practical terms, this means that every
bitcoin transaction is digitally confirmed but
is completely anonymous at the same time.

of

can

all

the

see

bitcoin

bitcoin

transactions

wallets

on

the

planet. Note: There are no people's names
attached; the wallets themselves are
completely anonymous.
Banking or Other Fees to Use Bitcoins
There are very small fees to use bitcoins.
However, there are no ongoing banking fees

Your bitcoins are stored on a computer

with

device of your choice, but the history of each

currency because there are no banks

bitcoin you own or spend is publicly stored

involved. Instead, you will pay small fees to

on the bitcoin network, and every user will

three groups of bitcoin services: the servers

be able to see every bitcoin's history.

(nodes) who support the network of miners,

While people cannot easily see your
personal identity, people can see the history
of your bitcoin wallet. This is a good thing, as

bitcoin

and

other crypto-

the online exchanges that convert your
bitcoins into dollars, and the mining pools
you join.

a public history adds transparency and

The owners of some server nodes will charge

security, helps deter people from using

one-time transaction fees of a few cents

bitcoins for dubious or illegal purposes.

every time you send money across their
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nodes, and online exchanges will similarly

Bitcoin mining involves commanding your

charge when

home computer to work around the clock to

You cash your bitcoins in for dollars or
euros. Additionally, most mining pools will
either charge a small one percent support
fee or ask for a small donation from the
people who join their pools.
In the end, while there are nominal costs to
use Bitcoin, the transaction fees and mining
pool donations are much cheaper than
conventional banking or wire transfer fees.
Bitcoin Production Facts
Bitcoins can be 'minted' by anyone in the
general public who has a strong computer.
Bitcoins are made through a very interesting
self-limiting system called 'mining'. It is selflimiting because only 21 million total
bitcoins will ever be allowed to exist, with

solve

'proof-of-work'

problems

(computationally-intensive math problems).
Each bitcoin math problem has a set of
possible 64-digit solutions. Your desktop
computer,
It works nonstop, might be able to solve one
bitcoin problem in two to three days, likely
longer.
For a single personal computer mining
bitcoins, you may earn perhaps 50 cents to
75 cents USD per day, minus your electricity
costs.
For a very large-scale miner who runs 36
powerful computers simultaneously, that
person can earn up to $500 USD per day,
after costs.

approximately 11 million of those Bitcoins

Indeed, if you are a small-scale miner with a

already mined and in current circulation.

single consumer-grade computer, you will
likely spend more in electricity that you will
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earn mining bitcoins. Bitcoin miningis only

More than hacker intrusion, the real loss risk

really profitable if you run multiple

with bitcoins revolves around not backing up

computers, and join a group of miners to

your wallet with a failsafe copy. There is an

combine your hardware power. This very

important.dat file that is updated every time

prohibitive hardware requirement is one of

you receive or send bitcoins, so this .dat file

the biggest security measures that deters

should be copied and stored as a duplicate

people from trying to manipulate the Bitcoin

backup

system.

transactions.

Bitcoin Security

Security

They are as secure as possessing physical
precious metal. Just like holding a bag
of gold coins, a person who takes reasonable
precautions will be safe from having their
personal cache stolen by hackers.
Your bitcoin wallet can be stored online (i.e.
a

cloud

service)

or

offline

(a hard

driveor USB stick). The offline method is
more

hacker-resistant

and

absolutely

recommended for anyone who owns more
than 1 or 2 bitcoins.

every

day

you

note: The

do

collapse

bitcoin

of

the Mt.Gox bitcoin exchange service is not
Due to any weakness in the Bitcoin system.
Rather, that organization collapsed because
of mismanagement and their unwillingness
to invest any money in security
Measures. Mt.Gox, for all intents and
purposes, had a large bank with no security
guards, and it paid the price.
Abuse of Bitcoins
There are currently three known ways that
bitcoin currency can be abused.
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1)

Technical

weakness – time delay in

privilege of choosing how to divide up any

confirmation: bitcoins can be double-spent

bitcoins that are discovered. Bitcoin mining

in

pool

some

rare

instances

during

the

confirmation interval. Because bitcoins
travel peer-to-peer, it takes several seconds
for a transaction to be confirmed across the

Organizers can

dishonestly

take

more

bitcoin mining shares for themselves.

P2P swarm of computers. During these few

3)

Human

mismanagement – online

seconds, a dishonest person who employs

exchanges: With Mt. Gox being the biggest

fast clicking can submit a second payment of

example, the people running unregulated

the same bitcoins to a different recipient.

online exchanges that trade cash for bitcoins
can be dishonest or incompetent. This is the

While the system will eventually catch the
double-spending and negate the dishonest
second transaction, if the second recipient
transfers goods to the dishonest buyer
before they receive confirmation, then that
second recipient will lose both the payment
and the goods.
2) Human dishonesty – pool organizers
taking unfair share slices: Because bitcoin

same as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
investment banks going under because of
human dishonesty and incompetence. The
only difference is that conventional banking
losses are partially insured for the bank
users, while bitcoin exchanges have no
insurance coverage for users.

Four Reasons Why Bitcoins Are Such

mining is best achieved through pooling

a Big Deal

(joining a group of thousands of other

There is a lot of controversy around bitcoins.

miners), the organizers of each pool get the

These are the top reasons why:
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1) Bitcoins are not created by any central

enforcement. Bitcoin wallets cannot have

bank,

spending and withdrawal

nor

regulated

by

any

government. Accordingly, there are no
banks logging your money movement,
and government tax agencies and police
cannot track your money. This is bound to

Limits imposed on them. For all intents:
nobody but the owner of the bitcoin wallet
decides how their wealth will be managed.

change eventually, as unregulated money is

This is really threatening to banks, as you

a real threat to government control,

might guess.

taxation, and policing.

3) Bitcoins are changing how we store and

Indeed, bitcoins have become a tool for

spend our personal wealth. Since the

contraband trade and money laundering,

advent of printed (and eventually virtual)

precisely because of the lack of government

money, the world has handed over the

oversight. The value of bitcoins skyrocketed

power of currency to a central mint and

in the past because wealthy criminals were

various banks. These banks print our virtual

purchasing bitcoins in large volumes.

money, store our virtual money, move our

2)

Bitcoins

completely

bypass

banks. Bitcoins are transferred via a peer-to-

virtual money, and charge us for their
middleman services.

peer network between individuals, with no

If banks need more currency, they simply

middleman bank to take a slice.

print more or conjure more digits in their

Bitcoin wallets cannot be seized or frozen or
audited

by

banks

and

law

electronic ledgers. This system is easily
abused and gamed by banks because paper
money is essentially paper checks with a
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promise to have value, with no actual

reversible by the banks involved. In the case

physical gold behind the scenes to back

of bitcoins, every time bitcoins change hands

those promises.

and change wallets, the result is final.

Bitcoins are designed to put the control of
personal wealth back into the hands of the
individual. Instead of paper or virtual bank
balances that promise to have value,
Bitcoins are actual packages of complex data
that have value in themselves.
4) Bitcoin

transactions

irreversible. Conventional

are
payment

methods, like a credit card charge, bank
draft, personal checks, or wire transfer, do
have the benefit of being insured and

Simultaneously, there is no insurance
protection of your bitcoin wallet: If you lose
your wallet's hard drive data or even your
wallet password, then your wallet's contents
are gone forever.

Admission to MCA & MCA [Integrated]
MCA Regular & Lateral Entry

MCA INTEGRATED

Bhagwan Mahavir Education Foundation took a historic
step to start BMCM-MCA institute in 2008. The college
was established initially with 60 intake/seats and increased
with 240 intake/seats today. From last 9 years efforts have
made Mahavirians as knowledgeable, well trained,
dedicated, result oriented and technically competent to
perform.

Excellent opportunity for 12th Pass out
students of GSEB/CBSE/ICSE/IB Board

Eligibility
For Lateral Entry(2 Years)

BMCM is the pioneer college in introducing Dual Degree
Programme in entire South Gujarat Regional dual Degree
programme in Computer Application offers two Degrees
after the completion of 5Years.
An integrated Programme offers dual Degree in BCA-MCA
after completion of 3rd Year&5th Year

A Students should have graduated from BCA or
BMEF successfully running this programme since last 3
B.Sc. (IT) stream with at least 50% Marks.
Years.
(45% for reserved category students.)

Non CMAT Students can also apply.

For Regular MCA (3 Years)

Unique features of (Integrated MCA-Masters
in Computer Application) Integrated Dual
Degree Programme

Students should have graduated from BBA, B.Com,
B.A. or PGDCA stream with at least 50% marks.
AICTE and GTU Approved Integrated Dual Degree
(45% for reserved category students.)
Programme.
Special consideration for GSEB/ CBSE/ICSE/IB
board for getting admissions.
Direct Admission in Post-Graduation.
No Entrance exam for admission in Master Degree.
Excellent opportunity for those students who want
AICTE and GTU Approved College
Innovative teaching methodology, through domain to apply in foreign countries for their Master Degree
Course with 12th + 4 Pattern.
experts and industry experts.
Students who discontinue the studies after 3 years
A beautifully landscaped colorful campus.
Centralized training and Placement Cell for of successful instruction shell be eligible for award of
bachelor’s degree in computer application (BCA).
assistance in placement.
Can Take a break of one year and continue in same
Student friendly environment.
Well-equipped computer labs with Internet college without any entrance exam or re-admission
procedure.
facilities.
Innovative teaching methodology, through domain
Excellent Sports Facilities.
experts and industry experts.
Workshop by I.T. Experts.
Outstanding Placement Record.
Experiential Teaching Methods.
**Upgraded Technology included in Curriculum.
Regular Soft Skill Classes.

MCA @ BMEF

Any query for MCA Contact to:
Ms. Upasana Mehta
Phone: 9909251902
E-mail: upasana.mehta@bmefcolleges.edu.in

Any query for MCA Integrated Contact to:
Mr. Hiren Raotole
Phone: 9377818244
E-mail: hiren.raotole@bmefcolleges.edu.in

Student Achievements






Sama Patel secured 6th rank in 4th semester in
GTU - 2014.
Zula Jariwala secured 9th rank in 9th semester and
6th rank in 5th semester in GTU – 2014/15.
BMCM-MCA Integrated secured 1st rank in 2nd
semester in GTU - 2014.
Akshat Agrawal secured 2nd rank in 1st semester
and 1st rank in 2nd semester in GTU - 2014.
Naman Agrawal secured 1nd rank in 1st semester
and 3rd rank in 2nd semester in GTU – 2014.

Student Activities

Picnic of Imagica

Student Placement





For the year 2016-’17 total 19 companies came for
placement in BMCM MCA.
Companies like LaNet, Big Scale, Wipro, Potenza
Global, Meta Tree etc. were visited
37 students already placed in various companies.
Maximum package offered were 3,02,000 /-

Mega Job Fair @ BMEF

Cultural Activities

Spandan Culture Fest of BMEF

